Checklist for STSO Screenings

What does your screening include?

As a part of your screening, you have the opportunity to display the **Forging Alliance Exhibit** which documents the 40+ year history of the Gay Alliance of the Genesee Valley, and some of the **AIDS posters** from the 6,200 AIDS posters from 124 countries in 68 languages and dialects, donated to the University's Department of Rare Books, Special Collections and Preservation by retired physician Edward C. Atwater, M.D., ’50, an emeritus professor of medicine at the University of Rochester Medical Center. The Forging Alliance Exhibit and the AIDS poster collection make visible the hidden and untold stories of our fight for equality every day.

Below is a checklist of items that you can include in your screening. Check the items you want.

- Introduction to the Documentary Shoulders to Stand On
- Brief Historical Presentation on Rochester LGBT History
- Q&A/Discussion Panel
- Forging Alliance Exhibit
- AIDS Posters
- Advertising Through Gay Alliance
  - Newspaper
  - Newsletter
  - Website

Other: ________________________________

What You must provide:

- Marketing for screening
- Space to view the documentary
- Necessary equipment to show the DVD/BluRay

Questions:  Contact  [evelynb@gayalliance.org](mailto:evelynb@gayalliance.org)
Or
Call Gay Alliance – 244-8640